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SLA-Formulation for Squeezed Protection in Elastic
Optical Networks Considering the Modulation

Format
K. D. R. Assis, R. C. Almeida Jr, H. Waldman, A. F. Santos, M. S. Alencar, M. J. Reed, A. Hammad and D.

Simeonidou

Abstract—In Spectrum-Sliced Elastic Optical Path Networks
(SLICE), the lightpath bandwidth is variable and the virtual
topology overlay on a physical topology shall be designed to
optimize the spectrum utilization. Under static traffic, SLICE
networks are typically designed through a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) with the aim of minimizing the spectrum
utilization. In this paper, a new MILP formulation for protection
in SLICE networks is proposed, which uses the concept of band-
width squeezing and grooming to guarantee a minimum agreed
bandwidth for each source-destination pair in the surviving
bandwidth. The route for each demand on the physical topology
is determined by balance equations together with physical layer
constraints in the formulation, so that no pre-calculated routes
are required and the modulation format of each established
lightpath may be chosen with enough quality of transmission
and save network spectrum. Therefore, the proposed formulation
jointly solves the virtual topology design and physical topology
design problems. The first results evaluate the effectiveness of
the MILP formulation for two small networks when connections
are under different Service Level Agreement (SLA) requirements
and are provisioned by an appropriate protection scheme and
different modulation formats. Due to the NP-hard nature of the
proposed MILP formulation, a heuristic algorithm for moderately
large networks is also proposed. Case studies are carried out in
order to analyze the basic properties of the formulation and
the performance of the proposed heuristic. With the proposed
formulation, it is possible to identify the configurations that
ensure minimum spectrum occupation with different kinds of
protection for each lightpath. Different kinds of modulation
formats are considered and contrasted to the benchmark case of
a single modulation format and using the same kind of protection
for all lightpaths.

Index Terms—Elastic Optical Networks, Optimization, Rout-
ing, Survivability, Modulation Format, Virtualization

I. INTRODUCTION

AS the traffic load over optical networks grows rapidly,
how to properly utilize the optical network capacity has

become a major interest in both academia and industry in recent
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years. Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) has been
used to increase the spectrum efficiency of optical networks.
However, when the wavelength channels with different line
rates are multiplexed into one fiber, the gap between the
neighboring wavebands is large when the effective bandwidth
of a channel is short. On the other hand, high bit-rate demands
have to be fit into the fixed bandwidth of a channel, requiring
the use of a modulation format with high spectral efficiency,
which impacts its reach. Consequently, a difficult tradeoff
occurs in WDM optical networks under heterogeneous traffic
demands. To overcome this limitation, an elastic spectrum
allocation scheme capable of using the spectrum in a manner
closer to a grid-less system has been adopted to increase the
spectrum utilization [1], [2]. In this type of network, usually
referred to as SLICE, Elastic or Flexible optical networks, the
bandwidth of a waveband on the spectrum is varied to fit the
traffic demand from the upper layer, instead of being limited
to rigid wavelength channels, as in WDM.

In either WDM or Elastic optical networks, proper recovery
schemes are needed to guarantee that the associated client
demands continue being served even in the case of failures [3],
[4],[5]. Recovery can be provided by either protection, in which
the failed working path is substituted by a pre-assigned backup
path, or restoration, in which no resource is pre-assigned and
the working path is rerouted on the fly. Backup paths can use the
resources that are dedicated to protect a single working path, or
that are shared to provide protection to multiple working paths.
The former scheme is known as Dedicated Path Protection
(DPP) and the latter as Shared Path Protection (SPP) [3].

As mentioned before, in SLICE networks, paths can use a
variable number of slots, depending on the requested bitrate,
modulation format and slot width. As a consequence, new
recovery schemes and Service Level Agreements (SLA) can
be devised exploiting the variation in the amount of resources
assigned to each path. For instance, the SLA between network
operators and clients can include the possibility that all or only
part of the requested bit rate is restored in case of failure [3],
[6], [7]. A new protection mechanism with traffic partitioning,
squeezed bandwidth after a failure and traffic grooming was
proposed in [8], in which the same SLA is used for every
demand. The mechanism not only provided the possibility of
assuring protection for a fraction of the traffic, but also allowed
careful distribution of the traffic throughout the network to
considerably save spectrum resource.

This work investigates the problem of how to efficiently
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design SLICE networks with different SLAs for individual
demands. The corresponding MILP formulation is derived, and
a comparison between the results of the new proposal and
the design with single SLA for all demands, [8], is presented.
Furthermore, differently from the previous work [8], in this
current MILP formulation the grooming, routing and spectrum
allocation (RSA) and the modulation format are integrated
during the optimization process. The MILP provides a route
from the source to the destination node of each demand, either
through a direct lightpath or by performing grooming on
existing lightpaths. An adequate allocation of channels in the
optical spectrum (i.e. indices of frequency slots) is provided, so
that the same set of contiguous spectrum (contiguity constraint)
is maintained in all links along the chosen route (continuity
constraint). Also in this proposed MILP formulation, the
route for each demand (over virtual and physical topology)
is determined by flow balance equations in the formulation.
Therefore, pre-calculated routes are not required. The authors
believe that the proposed MILP formulation, by efficiently
provisioning each connection in the network, may help a
network operator to avoid high resource consumption; this
becomes particularly important if either conventional DPP or
a single modulation format is employed.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The
related works are discussed in Section II. The problem and
the methodology that are used in the paper are presented in
Section III. The MILP formulation is described in Section IV. A
heuristic approach for larger networks is presented in Section V.
In Section VI, the performance of the proposed method is
compared with traditional approaches, and the obtained results
are discussed. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In a previous work [9], a model for the offline routing
and spectrum allocation problem is proposed with a set of
predetermined routes for each demand. Although the authors
in [9] have shown that their version of the RSA problem can
reach near-optimal solutions, this model does not guarantee a
global optimum as it excludes many feasible paths that can
generate optimal solutions. Apart from that, the formulations
do not consider the integrated problem of virtual topology
design (VTD) and grooming[10],[11] on the virtual topology,
as well as routing and spectrum assignment, and do not take
into account modulation format constraints.

The virtual and physical topology design problems have
been extensively studied in both optical “Grid” and “Gridless”
networks with or without survivability aspects. The authors
in [12],[13] studied the mapping problem in optical networks,
taking into consideration some optical layer constraints, such
as the transmission reach constraint and the spectral continu-
ity/conflict constraints. The more recent work [14], focused
on investigating how to provision topology mapping with
survivability criteria against link failures. The authors in [12]
proposed an efficient link protection scheme that relies on
constructing an enhanced topology with survivability in the
virtual layer. Another proposed restoration scheme is termed
squeezed restoration [6]. It is a type of recovery scheme where

the backup path is established with a bandwidth reduction in
relation to the working path’s bandwidth and may reach a
required minimum amount considering the client requirement;
this is known as bandwidth squeezing. This generates cost-
effective restoration in terms of spectral resource utilization,
which increases the number of surviving paths for the mission-
critical data when there are insufficient backup resources in
a disastrous failure situation. The authors in [8] developed
a scheme similar to [6], but aimed at protection, which is
referred to as partial protection: after any single link failure,
the flow can drop to the partial protection requirement, where
a fraction of the demand is guaranteed to remain available
between the source and destination after any failure. However,
these works have not addressed the problem of providing
different protection characteristics for each connection. That is
important because different connections can demand different
protection requirements.

Notice that the terms squeezed restoration and partial
protection were originally used, respectively, for restoration
and protection mechanisms.

III. METHODOLOGIES

In optical networks, a connection is routed through many
nodes in the network between its source and destination, and
there are many elements along its path that can fail. The
only practical way of obtaining good availability is to make
the network survivable, that is, able to continue providing
service in the presence of failures. Protection switching
is the key technique used to ensure survivability whereby
redundant capacity is provided within the network to allow
automatic rerouting of the affected traffic around a failure using
the redundant capacity. The following explains some basic
concepts as well as describing alternative forms of protection
mechanisms that can be efficiently used in Elastic Optical
Networks (EONs).

A. Survivability Design in Optical Networks with Traffic
Squeezing

Recently, there have appeared some studies about squeezing
restoration/protection in EONs [3], [6] and [15]. To illustrate the
squeezing protection concept, Fig. 1a shows a simple network
topology with an active lightpath between nodes 1 and 3. Let
us assume that the lightpath is transporting 100 Gbit/s of traffic.
To protect such a lightpath against a link failure, it is possible to
find another lightpath, including route and available spectrum,
for the same 100 Gbit/s of capacity, as shown in Fig. 1b. In
the event of a failure at link 1-3, the disrupted lightpath is
obviously restored using the backup path 1-2-3. This is the DPP
scheme that has been traditionally used in optical networking.

However, in EONs, traffic squeezing can be applied as a new
feature during service recovery, in addition to the conventional
DPP. By applying traffic squeezing with to the protection
capability, the traffic of disrupted lightpaths at failure time may
be reduced in a manner commensurate to the previously running
working traffic. This case is named in this paper as DPP with
squeezing capability (DPP+S) and is illustrated in Fig.1c. Note
that if, under a link failure, the original 100 Gbit/s of traffic
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may be squeezed to 50% of its normal operation bitrate, just
an extra of 50 Gbit/s has to be reserved for protection purpose,
requiring from the network 150 Gbit/s, i.e., much less capacity
than with DPP.
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Fig. 1: Topology 1. Protection mechanism examples for a
source-destination traffic transmission: (a) Normal condition,
(b) DPP, (c) DPP+S

B. SLA Mechanism for several cases: The PDDP and
(PDPP+S) approaches.

The main driving factor in the adoption of elastic networking
is the need to save spectrum to accommodate an ever-increasing
traffic demand that is leading the bandwidth mining progress
to exhaust the capacity of the fixed grid WDM network.
Bandwidth mining was predicated on the assumption of
spectral resource overprovisioning in which a bandwidth-
hungry, inflexible protection scheme such as DPP was welcome
without any major objection. In the framework of elastic

networking, though, in which spectrum is treated as a scarce
resource, a spectrally more efficient substitute for DPP is now
needed.

The core idea of the protection mechanism proposed in
[8] is then to reduce the amount of extra bandwidth used
for protection whenever possible; to allow the network to
distribute the total bandwith (working plus redundant) in a
flexible way among as many disjoint paths between source and
destination as needed within the connectivity constraints of the
physical topology; to coordinate this traffic distribution with
the optimization of a network-wide objective function; and to
guarantee in the SLA that, in the event of a single failure of
one of the participating paths, the user will still receive at least
an agreed specified fraction of the committed traffic.

Let α (s, d) be the ratio between the extra bandwidth
reserved for protection of the s-d demand and the committed
bandwidth Λsd under normal operation. In conventional DPP,
α (s, d) = 1, since no bandwidth sqeezing is tolerated and
only two link-disjoint paths are engaged in the process, even
if the physical topology provides more connectivity. Assume
that 0 < α (s, d) ≤ 1, so that the total amount of reserved
bandwidth for both working and protection traffic on connection
s-d is [1 + α (s, d)] Λsd ≤ 2Λsd, i.e., possibly lower than if
conventional DPP were used.

On the other hand, the user may negotiate in the SLA a
specified maximal loss of bandwidth that he/she is willing to
tolerate during the repair time in the event of a single failure
in one of the link-disjoint paths that carry his/her traffic. If
β(s, d) is the maximal fraction of the committed traffic Λsd

the user is willing to lose during this time, then the SLA will
allow the s-d traffic to be squeezed to at least a guaranteed
bandwidth of [1− β (s, d)] Λsd.

In order to provide this guarantee, it is necessary that each of
the participating disjoint paths that carry the s− d traffic be al-
lowed to carry at most a bandwidth of [α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd,
so that, in the event of its failure, the network may still
provide a total bandwidth of at least [1 + α (s, d)] Λsd −
[α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd = [1− β (s, d)] Λsd, as agreed in the
SLA.

In order to comply with both the network and the user
requirements, the choice of α(s, d) and β(s, d) cannot be
arbitrary. Since each of the g(s, d) participating link-disjoint
paths can carry a bandwidth of at most [α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd,
a total bandwidth of g (s, d) [α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd may be
made available between s to d by the network. Since this
amount is upper-bounded by the network requirement to
[1 + α (s, d)] Λsd, the following inequality must hold:

g (s, d) [α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd ≤ [1 + α (s, d)] Λsd, (1)

with equality holding for most efficient use of the spectrum.
Therefore, the best compromise between α(s, d) and β(s, d)
is given by

α (s, d) = [1− β (s, d) .g (s, d)] / [g (s, d)− 1] . (2)

Moreover, since α(s, d) ≥ 0 so as to keep the commit-
ted bandwidth fully provided under normal operation, then
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β(s, d) ≤ 1/g(s, d), with g(s, d) ≥ 2.
If β(s, d) = 0, the strategy may still be referred to as DPP,

since the extra traffic is still fully dedicated to the connection.
In the presence of traffic partitioning, DPP is hereby referred to
as Partitioning Dedicated Path Protection (PDPP). The benefits
of PDPP can be inferred by analyzing the example in Fig.2a,
where α(s, d) has been assumed as 0.5 (50%). Notice that the
working traffic may be partitioned between two lightpaths (1-3
and 1-2-3), which consumes the same 100 Gbit/s of working
traffic as under DPP, but just 50% of extra traffic is reserved on
lightpath 1-6-4-3. Therefore, less bandwidth is required (150
Gbit/s) when compared to conventional DPP (200 Gbit/s).

The network objective is to minimize the spectrum slot
utilization by all connections while complying with all SLAs.
Each user objective is to keep his/her value of β(s, d) as small
as possible. The two objectives are compatible with (1), but they
are contingent on the connectivity of the network. However, if
all participating paths make full utilization (for both work and
protection) of the maximum rate [α (s, d) + β (s, d)] Λsd under
normal operation, then (2) must hold. Under this condition,
there is a clear compromise between α(s, d) and β(s, d), as
shown on Figs. 2a and 2b. Whereas the PDPP solution of
Fig. 2a does not allow any squeezing by keeping β(s, d) = 0,
leading to α(s, d) = 0.5 for g(s, d) = 3 in (2), the solution of
Fig. 2b, by allowing squeezing with β(s, d) = 0.2 in PDPP
with squeezing (PDPP+S), makes feasible the reduction of
α(s, d) from 0.5 to 0.2 in (2), thus relieving the stress on
the network spectral resources. Note that in multipath routing,
differential delay is a problem that must be dealt with for the
correct operation of the network. References [16] and [17]
address this problem for networks for enabling its practical
applications.

In the next Section, a MILP formulation is presented in
which β(s, d) is specified for each (s, d) pair according with
a given SLA, and α(s, d) is a variable to be obtained in the
optimization of a network-wide objective function. This strategy
is different from [8] and [14] where all (s,d) pairs use the same
SLA. In this way, one can obtain differentiated protection for
different users by specifying β(s, d) = 0 for PDPP; β(s, d) = 0
with α(s, d) = 1 for DPP; or β(s, d) ≥ 0 according with each
SLA for PDPP+S.

1
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2 5
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6

50 Gbit/s50 Gbit/s

50 Gbit/s

(a)

1

3

2 5

4

6

40 Gbit/s40 Gbit/s

40 Gbit/s

(b)

Fig. 2: Protection mechanism examples for a source-destination
traffic transmission: (a) PDPP with α(s, d) = 0.5; (b) PDPP+S
with α(s, d) = 0.2 and β(s, d) = 0.2.

IV. MILP FORMULATION

Most approaches [9],[18] divide the compound client and
optical design into two separate problems: virtual topology
design, in which best connections among nodes are derived
from traffic demand; and the RSA, in which physical paths are
accommodated in the physical topology to support the requested
connections. Other works in the literature [18], [19] assume that
the virtual topology is known beforehand. Differently from the
previous works [8], [14], in this paper, a novel Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) formulation is proposed to solve
both problems (VTD and RSA) jointly, taking into account
grooming, modulation format selection, without pre-calculated
routes and the possibility of different SLA for each connection.

After defining the nomenclature IV-A, input parameters IV-B
and variables IV-C used in the formulation, the complete MILP
is presented in IV-D.

A. Notation

• s and d denote the source and destination nodes of the
traffic demands in the network, respectively.

• i and j denote originating and terminating nodes of a
variable bandwidth lightpath, respectively.

• m and n denote endpoints of a physical link in the
network.

• z denotes the kind of mudulation format from a set of M
available modulation formats.
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B. Given

• G = (N,E): A graph with a node set N where each node
is associated with a node of the physical network, and an
edge set E where each edge is associated to a physical
link of the network.

• ∆i: virtual degree of node i.
• Λsd: Traffic matrix element, used to denote the traffic

intensity (in Gbps) from source node s to destination
node d.

• Maximum squeezed bandwidth ratio: β (s, d), where [1-
β (s, d)] is the minimum admitted bandwidth fraction after
a link failure, as agreed in the SLA on pair sd.

• Minimum physical degree: g(s, d) is the minimum phys-
ical degree of a node along the path between sd. For
example, if s=1 and d = 5 in Fig.2; the minimum physical
degree will be from node 5 with degree 2. Therefore,
g(1, 5)=2.

• F : Filter Guard Band (FGB), which represents the
minimum spectrum width between wavebands.

• slot width: Ω.
• dmn: Distance between the nodes m and n on physical

topology.
• Spectral efficiency of the modulation format z: ηz , where
z ∈ 1, . . . ,M .

• Maximum reach for a lightpath using modulation format
z: dz , where z ∈ 1, . . . ,M .

• χ: A large number.

C. Variables

• Lightpath bandwidth Vij : bandwidth of an elastic lightpath
from node i to node j in the virtual topology (Gbps).

• Lightpath indicator bij : A binary variable that indicates
whether an elastic lightpath from node i to node j exists
in the virtual topology.

• λsdij : Amount of traffic flow (in Gbps) from source s to
destination d that is routed on lightpath from node i to
node j.

• α (s, d): The relation between the reserved bandwidth for
protection on demand s–d and its working bandwidth
α (s, d).Λsd. It is an input when the strategy used is DPP.

• Bsd
ij : A binary variable to indicate whether a fraction of

traffic from node s to node d is routed through a lightpath
from node i to node j. Bsd

ij equals to 1 if λsdij > 0; equals
to 0 if λsdij = 0.

• pij : An integer variable that quantifies the bandwidth (in
terms of number of slots) of an elastic lightpath from
node i to node j in the physical topology.

• P ij
mn: Amount of bandwidth that a lightpath from node i

to node j uses in a fiber link m-n (in terms of number
of slots).

• Aij
mn: A binary variable to indicate whether the lightpath

from node i to node j passes through a link m-n. Aij
mn

equals to 1 if P ij
mn > 0; equals to 0 if P ij

mn = 0.
• Modulation format indicator ezij : A binary variable that

indicates if an elastic lightpath from node i to node j
employs the modulation format z.

• Sij : An integer variable that denotes the starting frequency
for lightpath i-j.

• Wij,kt: A binary variable that equals 1 if the starting
frequency of lightpath i-j is smaller than the starting
frequency of lightpath k-t. (i.e, Sij < Skt) and 0
otherwise.

• C: Maximum utilized spectrum slot index.
The objective function is to minimize the maximum utilized

spectrum slot index, C.

D. Proposed MILP formulations

The formulations proposed in this paper are based on the new
concepts described in Section II, whereas different strategies of
lightpath protection are used and the optimum VTD and RSA
solution under grooming and different modulation formats is
found.

- Objective Function:

Minimize : C (3)

- Grooming and SLA Constraints:

∑
j

λsdij −
∑
j

λsdji =

 ([1 + α (s, d)]) .Λsd if i = s
− ([1 + α (s, d)]) .Λsd if i = d

0 if i 6= d
(4)

λsdij ≤ ([α (s, d) + β (s, d)]) .Λsd ∀s, d, i, j (5)

α (s, d) ≥ [1− β (s, d) ∗ g (s, d)] / [g (s, d)− 1] ∀s, d (6)

Bsd
ij ≥ λsdij /χ ∀s, d, i, j (7)∑

ij

Bsd
ij .A

ij
mn ≤ 1 ∀s, d,m, n (8)

∑
sd

λsdij = Vij ∀ij (9)

Vij/χ ≤ bij ∀ij (10)

∑
j

bij ≤ ∆i (11)

∑
j

bji ≤ ∆i (12)

- Modulation Formats’ Constraints:

pij ≥
(

Vij
Ω · ηz

)
−
(
1− ezij

)
· χ for z = 1, 2, . . . ,M (13)

pij ≤
(

Vij
Ω · ηz

)
+ 1 +

(
1− ezij

)
.χ for z = 1, 2, . . . ,M

(14)

pij ≤ χ.
∑
z

ezij (15)

∑
z

ezij ≤ 1 (16)
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∑
z

ezij ≤ χ · Vij (17)

∑
z

ezij ≥
Vij
χ

(18)

∑
mn

Aij
mn · dmn ≤

∑
z

dz · ezij (19)

- Routing on Physical Topology Constraints:

∑
n

P ij
mn −

∑
n

P ij
nm =


pij m = i
−pij m = j

0 m 6= i, j
∀ij,m (20)

∑
ij

(
P ij
mn + F.Aij

mn

)
− F ≤ C ∀mn (21)

Aij
mn ≥

P ij
mn

χ
∀ij,mn (22)

Aij
mn +Aij

ml ≤ 1 ∀i, j,m; n 6= l (23)

-Spectrum Continuity and Consecutive Sub-Carrier Con-
straints:

pij + Sij ≤ C ∀ij (24)

Sij ≥ 0, pij ≥ 0 ∀ij (25)

Wij,kt +Wkt,ij ≤ 1 ∀ij, kt : ij 6= kt (26)

Wij,kt +Wkt,ij ≥
[(
Aij

mn +Akt
mn

)
− 1
]

∀ij, kt : ij 6= kt (27)

pij + Sij + F ≤ Skt + χ ∗ [1−Wij,kt]

∀ij, kt : ij 6= kt (28)

pkt + Skt + F ≤ Sij + χ ∗ [1−Wkt,ij ]

∀ij, kt : ij 6= kt (29)

Equation (3) denotes the objective function, which aims
to minimize the highest slot index used by any link in the
network. Equation (4) is the conservation constraints of flows
on the virtual topology (grooming layer). Equations (5) –
(6) are the bandwidth partitioning and squeezing constraints.
Equation (7) is used to indicate the virtual hops used by
the source-destination node traffic. Equation (8) denotes that
multiple lightpaths used to route the traffic from a source-
destination node pair must use different physical links in
order to enable the proposed traffic partitioning mechanism.
Equation (9) denotes that low-speed traffic flows are groomed
into bandwidth-variable lightpaths. Equation (10) indicates
whether there exists an elastic lightpath between nodes i and j.
Equations (11) and (12) limit the number of transceivers (virtual
degree) on each node. Equations (13) and (14) provide the
number of slots for the lightpath given an assigned modulation
format. A lightpath is assigned to a modulation format that
satisfies the constraints from (15) until (19), which implies
that a single modulation format is employed to a lightpath, and
its distance limitation must be satisfied. Equation (20) is the

flow conservation constraints of routing at the optical layer.
Equation (21) denotes that the utilized bandwidth (including
FGB) should not exceed the spectrum capacity of the fiber.
Equation (22) is used to evaluate the FGB overhead and
Equation (23) guarantees that the traffic of a lightpath can
not be partitioned in the physical topology.

The constraint (24) along with the objective function (3) and
constraint (20) is used to minimize the maximum number of
spectrum slots used among all demands. Equation (25) is trivial,
since a connection starting frequency and its number of slots
must both be positives. Equations (26) and (27) guarantee that,
if lightpaths i−j and k−t share any fiber in the network, ex. m-
n, then Aij

mn = Akt
mn = 1 and, therefore, Wij,kt +Wkt,ij = 1,

which states that either Wij,kt or Wkt,ij is equal to one and
the other is equal to zero. Therefore, together with equations
(28) and (29), one can guarantee that their spectrums do not
overlap. On the other hand, if lightpaths i − j and k − t do
not share any fiber in the network, then Aij

mn and Akt
mn can

never be both equal to one, which, by (26) and (27), allows
that Wij,kt and Wkt,ij can be both equal to zero. Therefore,
there is no spectrum overlapping constraint for these lightpaths,
as there should be.

Unfortunately, the constraint (8) is non-linear, but it is
formed by the multiplication of two binary variables. Therefore,
variable w can be defined as Bsd

ij .A
ij
mn = Zij

sdmn, (28) may be
replaced by equations (30) to (34) that follow, and thus convert
the MILP formulation into a linear problem.∑

ij

Zij
sdmn ≤ 1 ∀s, d,m, n (30)

Zij
sdmn ≤ B

sd
ij ∀s, d,m, n, i (31)

Zij
sdmn ≤ A

ij
mn ∀s, d,m, n, i, j (32)

Zij
sdmn ≥ 0 ∀s, d,m, n, i, j (33)

Zij
sdmn ≥ B

sd
ij +Aij

mn − 1 ∀s, d,m, n, i, j (34)

V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

Due to the complexity of the problem for large networks, the
complete strategy presented in the proposed MILP formulation
may be very time consuming. For instance, running the MILP
formulation for the network shown in Fig. 1 (6-node topology)
in an Intel i3 2.27 GHz 2 GB machine took about 2 h for
all values tested for β(s, d), except when β(s, d) = 1 (no-
protection) when it took about 40 min. If two additional nodes
are added, one connected to nodes 1 and the other to node
6, the required simulation time increases considerably, which
emphasizes that a heuristic model is necessary for moderate
or large networks.

The complexity of the complete MILP formulation may be
reduced by decomposing the problem into two sub-problems
(phases): virtual topology design of the lightpaths and then
the protection strategy. In the first phase the lightpaths of
the virtual topology (bij’s) are defined by virtual topology
design with some constraints imposed by the virtual topology
equations studied in this paper (for example, virtual degree
set to a specific number). The virtual topology can also be
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created from a heuristic algorithm [20]. Therefore, some bij’s
will be set to 1 dealing with the virtual degree limit and they
are going to be parameter for the MILP formulation.

Subsequently, in the second phase, a portion of the complete
MILP formulation is used to find the protection strategy of
lightpaths, as well as their routes, set of contiguous and
continuous slots in the physical topology and modulation
format. Since the bij’s are pre-determined in phase 1, a solution
as good as the one provided by the fully integrated problem,
where bij’s is variable, may not be found. However, the
processing time is substantially reduced and a good solution
may still be acquired. The problem is still complex but the
modulation format constraints tend to influence the choice of
the shortest routes. This happens as the modulation formats
with high spectral efficiency (they get less slots) have shorter
reaches than others, so they becoming predominant due to the
objective function. A good solution depends on the use of
efficient strategies. The strategy used in this paper has been
named as two-step heuristic or, for simplicity, we refer to it as
HEUR.

VI. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

A. Small Networks
For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed optimization,

two different 6-node network topologies were analyzed (Fig.1,
topology 1 and Fig. 3, topology 2). IBM ILOG CPLEX v.11.0
[21] was used on an Intel i7 3.6 GHz 32GB machine to
solve the formulation. An upper limit of 2h was specified
as the maximum allowed computation time for solving the
MILP formulation in small networks. The simulations using
the complete formulation needed less time (around 40 minutes)
than the upper limit assigned for solving the problem in small
networks.

1) Performance Gain Due To Traffic Partitioning and Squeez-
ing: The performance of DPP, PDPP and PDPP+S were first
compared with the complete MILP formulation for the topology
2, Fig.3. We chose this network because it has more physical
links and therefore more possibilities of traffic partitioning. This
first simulation is important because it shows the advantages
of the PDPP strategy over DPP, as discussed in Fig.2. For
the simulations it was assumed a pair of unidirectional fiber
on each link. The traffic demand is uniform for each source-
destination pair and it was assumed in the range from 20 Gbps
to 100 Gbps.

The slot width, Ω, is set as 12.5 GHz and the filter guard
band between wavebands is set to one slot. We assumed 3
available modulation formats (M = 3). The spectral efficiency
of each modulation format, ηz , is set as η1 = 2, η2 = 4 and
η3 = 8 bit/s/Hz. The maximum reach of a lightpath under each
modulation format z is d1 = 4 hops, d2 = 2 hops and d3 = 1
hop.

Firstly, the given squeezed bandwidth ratio for each demand,
β (s, d), was randomly obtained to generate four different SLA
scenarios, as shown in Table I. They are called MTS (Mixed
Traffic Squeezing) and are used for the PDPP+S strategy.
α (s, d) variable is calculated according to Equation 2 given
the squeezing bandwidth ratio (β (s, d)) provided for each
source-destination pair s− d.

The PDPP strategy (100% protection with α (s, d) variable
and no-squeezing for the pair s-d given by β (s, d) = 0) and
DPP protection (100% protection with α (s, d) = 1 and no-
squeezing for the pair s-d given by β (s, d) = 0) are compared.
The comparison of the maximum utilized spectrum slot number
of the different analyzed approaches is shown in Fig.4. The
demonstrates that PDPP+S, which provides different SLAs
for each node pair s − d, can save a large amount of the
total spectrum when compared to PDPP and DPP. This occurs
because DPP and PDPP do not benefit from traffic squeezing, as
occurs with PDPP+S. The PDPP strategy also saves resources
when compared to DPP strategy under high traffic condition,
generating almost 20% of reduction under 100 Gbps of traffic
for any source-destination pair.

TABLE I: Squeezed bandwidth ratio, β (s, d), for each pair
s− d of 6-node network (4 cases)

CASE I (MTS 1) CASE II (MTS 2)
- 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.3 - 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.6
0.5 - 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.7 - 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.4
0.2 0.5 - 0.1 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.4 - 0.2 0.9 0.5
0.1 0.5 0.2 - 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.6 - 0.3 0.8
0.5 0.6 0 0.4 - 0.3 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.4 - 0.5
0.6 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.8 - 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.6 -

CASE III (MTS 3) CASE IV (MTS 4)
- 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.6 - 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.1
0.9 - 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.5 - 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.5
0.3 0.2 - 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 - 0.4 0.8 0.1
0.5 0.2 0.8 - 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.7 - 0.7 0.8
0.6 0.9 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.2 - 0.1
0.3 0 0.6 0.9 0.6 - 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 -

0

5 4

1

3

2

Fig. 3: Topology 2. Illustrative example of six-node
network physical topology

2) Performance Gain Due To Modulation Format Assign-
ment: For a more comprehensive comparison, it is interesting
to investigate the performance of the network when the three
assumed modulation formats (z1, z2 and z3) compared to when
only a single modulation format (z1) is used. This is shown
in Fig. 5 using matrix MTS 1 as traffic-squeezing values. The
reason to choose z1 as the only available modulation format
is because it can be used to establish all connections in the
network, since 2 hops is enough to connect any pair of nodes in
the topology 2 under study. The format z2 also could be used.
The advantage of using multiple modulation formats is evident,
since all requests could be established with a considerably
lower number of maximum number of slots in the network
when compared to using a single modulation format.
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Fig. 4: Maximum number of utilized spectrum number
for the 6-node network
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Fig. 5: Maximum number of utilized spectrum index for
the 6-node network, topology 2

3) The Extra-Traffic Saving: Fig. 6 analyzes the extra
bandwidth, α (s, d), required for protecting the traffic of each
node pair considering DPP, PDPP and PDPP+S with the
squeezing values described in Case I of Table I when 100 Gbps
of traffic is assumed for each source-destination pair over the
topology 2. As observed, traditional DPP has the worst result.
This occurs because, under this kind of protection, each demand
needs to be assigned with the double of the required capacity.
On the other hand, PDPP is able to reduce the amount of
traffic required by traditional DPP for the majority of source-
destination node pairs, and PDPP+S outperforms PDPP in
practically every node pairs with a large difference. Such
techniques provide a more efficient use of resources, since
extra bandwidth resource for protection can be reduced with
traffic partitioning, as α (s, d) < 1, and even more reduced
when bandwidth squeezing is allowed.

4) The Heuristic Performance: The heuristic has also been
investigated on the topology 1 and compared to performance
when using the exact MILP formulation.

We have assumed again a traffic demand for each source-
destination node pair from 20 Gbit/s to 100 Gbit/s in steps
of 20 Gbit/s. For the separated VTD, we have assumed a
pre-determined random virtual topology with average virtual
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Fig. 6: Expansion traffic factor α (s, d) for each node pair
s− d of traffic demand

.

degree set to three for all transceivers.
Table II shows the maximum number of required slots (C)

in the network when the values of traffic squeezing is the
same per node and assumes the values β(s, d) = 0, 0.2,. . . ,
0.8. A number of SLA levels have been assumed as shown
in Table II for β(s, d). It can be observed that the two-step
heuristic (HEUR) produces results similar to those from the
optimal MILP solution for all cases. Therefore, that suggests
the efficiency of the proposed heuristic strategy. Table II also
depicts the number of times a modulation formats is used for the
transmission of the traffic requests along the different lightpaths.
Modulatoin format z1, corresponding to a maximum lightpath
length of four hops, is rarely used, since more spectrally
efficient modulation formats are feasible and preferred.

B. Larger Network (NSFNET)

Due to the complexity of solving the MILP formulation for
large networks, analysis were performed with the algorithm-
based heuristic for a moderately large network (NSFNET, [22])
with 14 nodes and 21 bidirectional links. For comparison
purposes, DPP, PDPP and PDDP+S with the MTS squeezing
matrix described in Table III were used.

It may be impractical to use the proposed heuristic in larger
networks (around 20 or more nodes). The simulation for
the NSFNET was limited to 24 h either with DPP, PDPP
of PDPP+S schemes. Although the VTD burden has been
alleviated with the lightpaths given as input to the MILP, the
RSA problem, with protection and modulation constraints, is
still hard to be solved. However, since the numbers of nodes and
links in backbone optical networks are usually not very large
and a more powerfull computer may be used, it is expected
that the proposed heuristic may be applied in to a number of
practical SLICE networks, and consequently be a benchmark
for other heuristics.

The slot width, Ω, is set as 12.5 GHz and the filter guard
band between wavebands of one slot is 12.5 GHz. We assumed
3 available modulation formats (M = 3). The data rate-to-
bandwidth ratio, ηz , is set as η1 = 2 , η2 = 4 and η3 = 8
bit/s/Hz for each z modulation format. Now the maximum reach
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TABLE II: Maximum Number of Slots and Number of kinds
Modulation Format fot the Connections

β (s, d) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Random
(MTS 1)

20
Gbit/s

MILP C := 2 2 2 1 1 2
z1 0 0 0 0 0 0
z2 0 0 3 3 3 0
z3 16 16 13 13 12 16

HEUR C := 2 2 2 1 1 2
z1 0 0 0 0 1 0
z2 0 0 3 3 3 0
z3 16 16 13 13 12 16

40
Gbit/s

MILP C := 4 3 3 2 2 3
z1 0 0 0 0 0 0
z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
z3 16 16 16 16 16 16

HEUR C := 4 3 3 2 2 3
z1 0 0 0 0 1 0
z2 0 0 0 1 2 1
z3 16 16 16 15 13 15

60
Gbit/s

MILP C := 6 5 4 3 3 4
z1 0 0 0 0 0 0
z2 0 0 0 0 0 16
z3 16 16 16 16 16 16

HEUR C := 6 5 4 3 3 4
z1 0 0 0 0 1 0
z2 0 0 0 1 3 0
z3 16 16 16 15 12 16

80
Gbit/s

MILP C := 8 6 5 4 4 5
z1 0 0 0 0 0 0
z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
z3 16 16 16 16 16 16

HEUR C := 8 6 5 4 4 5
z1 0 0 0 0 2 0
z2 0 0 0 0 1 1
z3 16 16 16 16 13 15

100
Gbit/s

MILP C := 9 8 6 5 5 6
z1 0 0 0 0 0 0
z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
z3 16 16 16 16 16 16

HEUR C := 9 8 6 5 5 6
z1 0 0 0 0 1 0
z2 0 0 0 0 3 1
z3 16 16 16 16 12 15

Fig. 7: NSFNET Network, distance in km

of a lightpath under each modulation format z is d1 = 4000
km, d2 = 2000 km and d3 = 1000 km. The squeezing matrix
is given by TableIII and we have assumed a pre-determined
virtual topology with average virtual degree setup to three
(∆i = 3,∀i ∈ N).

Fig.8 shows the maximum number of slots used, C, in any
fiber in the network for the two-step heuristic when DPP,
PDPP and PDPP+S schemes are employed. When comparing

TABLE III: MTS Matrix. Squeezed bandwidth ratio, β (s, d),
for the traffic of each node pair s− d of the NSFNet network

- 0.3 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.4
0.2 - 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.9
0.6 0.5 - 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.9
0.1 0.6 0.1 - 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.9 0.3 0.0
0.2 0.6 0.4 0.5 - 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.1
0.4 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.3 - 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.2
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 - 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4
0.3 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.3 - 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.4
0.6 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 - 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.8
0.5 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 - 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.1
0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.0 - 0.1 0.7 0.5
0.8 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.1 - 0.4 0.5
0.3 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.4 - 0.3
0.2 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.8 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.2 -
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Fig. 8: Maximum number of utilized spectrum number
for the NSFNET network

the three protection schemes, it can be seen that, for all values
of traffic per node, PDPP used less slots than DPP. For instance,
from 60 Gbit/s until 100 Gbit/s a reduction of about 25% was
achieved with the use of PDPP instead of DPP. In addition, the
PDPP+S strategy gets good results with the given MTS matrix
compared to PDPP with 100% protection (β (s, d) = 0), even
for low values of traffic. On the other hand, for low traffic,
DPP and PDPP provide equal or similar performance. The
results clearly demonstrate that applying traffic partitioning
with squeezing is much more advantageous for resource savings
compared to the other techniques, as also observed for the small
networks previously analyzed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel and unified MILP formulation for
DPP and two new protection schemes in EON networks with
multiple SLAs, grooming and RSA was proposed. The proposed
formulation enables different survivability levels for the network
traffic demands subject to committed service profiles, including
bandwidth squeezing for each source-destination pair, which
can increase the number of surviving paths in the network at
the price of reducing the traffic bandwidth under a link failure.
Using extensive simulation experiments, it has been demon-
strated the effectiveness of the complete MILP formulation. The
performance obtained in terms of objective value and protection
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is very good. A heuristic for large networks was proposed. It
has been noticed that RSA, by using an MILP formulation with
protection and modulation format constraints in step 2, still
takes a long time to find its objective function. This processing
time burden can be alleviated with new heuristics that are under
study.
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